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Abstract 

 
Webseries has been thriving in contemporary Indonesian film industry in the recent years. In the 
format of a regular installment and published in variety of web sharing platforms, webseries is 
mostly known by its characteristics of high-end production and catchy and hip themes. Setting in 
webseries mostly becomes one of the highlights as it emphasizes their strength in cinematography to 
intertwine with the plot. In this paper I am focusing on the specific setting of a webseries Nic and 
Mar (2015). As a promotion campaign for one of a communication smartphone app, the webseries is 
set in Europe. The series begins as two Indonesians (Nic and Mar) reunite, meet in, and travel 
through several cities in Europe. In this paper, I will discuss the complexity of representation of 
Indonesia and Europe in web sharing platform. I argue that such complexity builds not only well 
connected but also inter-connected relationality. The Indonesian couple temporal narratives and the 
featured European city spatial setting thus form multi trajectories (instead of one directional 
relation) toward the world, providing new collaboration in and viewpoint of self-expression, through 
web sharing platforms. I also discuss how transnational experience through new media is inciting the 
viewers to discover transnational space and time experience of travelling unknown places and 
further expound the discussion of new media format significance in exploiting a new textual and 
filmic spatiotemporal aesthetic. 
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Introduction: Trend of Indonesian Webseries  
 
In the last decade, the popularity of webseries format as alternative film production medium has steadily 
increased. Webseries in public video sharing platform and its viewers are significantly growing in numbers. In 
Indonesia, YouTube as an originally grass-root video sharing platform has now evolved into a convenient and 
preferable media distribution tool due to increase of accessibility of Internet. The shift of focus and targeted 
audience in video sharing platform—in this case YouTube—also shapes the contemporary trend of stories, 
productions, and its genres. Amateur finds a low-cost platform to share their creation with the world. Independent 
filmmakers have a public space to share their films. Internet continuously expanding network further promises 
wider than ever exposure, enabling local and any form of audio-visual creativity to flourish and proliferate.  
 Moreover, mainstream film industry has also set their eyes to the free of charge medium, participating in 
the trend as the party with the biggest production capital. During the past years, large established companies have 
started to use video sharing platform and webseries format as a part of their advertisement campaign. With the 
utilization of serial stories, they are able to cross the boundary of short thirty-second limitation of audio-visual 
advertisement format. The main attraction of this medium is most probably its being a free of charge medium; 
audio-visual advertisement traditionally involves putting advertisement in television station or other charged for 
hire visual media at hefty cost, meanwhile, same as the next person, posting public video sharing platform such as 
YouTube is free. 
 Due to the large extent of web videos, the definition of webseries remains organic and continues to 
expand. Web video series format began to gain popularity in the late 1990s as the Internet plays more significant 
part of our daily lives. By the mid 2000s Indonesian netizens have begun to experiment and work with the format. 
The early version of the webseries was uploads of spontaneous short home and personal videos in successive 
episodes. Along with the easier access and wider audience prospect, the webseries has evolved into planned and 
professional film production.  
 To this day, hundreds of Indonesian webseries titles—with different variety of genres, durations, and 
contents—can be traced and are available for viewing. Similar to the trend for televised episode, romance and 
travel episodic stories are the most popular genre with straightforward narrative. The duration of the episode 
generally ranges under ten minutes, complete with opening and closing credits at every one of them. Webseries 
also utilizes episodic narrative units, breaking down the stories into smaller stages of events as the plot continues 
and ends in resolution. The regular installment usually last for no more than a dozen episodes, and can be 
extended to another season where new overall plot is introduced for the same settings and characters. 
 This paper focuses on settings and characters of Nic & Mar webseries, a high-end webseries production as 
part of a promotion campaign for one of a communication phone app, LINE. The series is set in Europe and begins 
its installment in early 2015. It spans in seven of six-minutes episodes and is originally promoted as ‗mobile drama‘ 
for limited app users before distributed openly in YouTube by the company‘s official channel. The overall story 
revolves around the reunion of two Indonesians—Nic and Mar—in Paris and their extended travel to Prague. In this 
paper, I will first discuss how settings and its representation in the webseries connected to the story of two 
Indonesians in Paris. I will also explore the time-space interconnection of the story settings to the promotional 
campaign and webseries format. My preliminary argument is that the temporal narratives and the featured 
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European city spatial settings portray traces of transnationalism. These new spatio-temporal approaches and 
collaborations thus mark certain aesthetics in representing (local) Indonesian story in international setting, to 
further connected with the global both in spatial actual setting and digital media sphere. 
 

Chance Encounter in Paris, The Connection 

 
The story of Nic and Mar revolves around Nic‘s visit to Paris and him finding out that his ex-girlfriend, Mar, is also 
in town. In line with the designated campaign of communication smartphone app, their meeting begins after a 
series of chats between the two. They then decide to further explore Paris together while catching up with the 
story of their lives. Their adventure then extends to Prague when Mar decides to join Nic for further travel around 
Europe, twisting the plot further and also broaden the range of travel conducted in the webseries. By using Paris 
as unfamiliar place for both the characters and viewers, the series weaves many narrative spatial connections.  For 
the characters Paris is a neutral space where they both are far from the past back in Indonesia when they were 
together as a couple. Their encounter also underlines their new start for the story since Paris represents a city 
often associated with romantic motion due to the reference of global popular culture. Meanwhile, Paris is also 
creating images of romantic city for the viewers of the series. By placing the story in Paris, the viewers are also 
expected to draw an association with the notion of Paris as romantic city and connect the background with the 
presented story. 
 In the first part, Paris becomes a meeting point for the two webseries characters by serendipity. This 
encounter, while appears to be happening by chance, shows how Paris plays part in forming spatial connections in 
the series. Nic arrives in Paris without a real plan and his intention to be in the city is because he is travelling for 
the sake of travelling. Stating that his trip is just ―jalan-jalan doang" (traveling for no reason), Nic regards Paris as 
just another city he is visiting.  At the same time, Mar is in town for work. As an Indonesian who is based in New 
York City, she has the opportunity to visit Paris for work—even if she‘s not had the chance to explore the city until 
her meeting with Nic. During this exploration Paris further becomes the important backdrop for the series, 
becomes a space where they both are far from the past back in Indonesia when they were together as a couple.  
 Paris becomes a narrative setting allowing them both to reunite and narrate each other story to both 
parties and the viewers. As the last part of the narrative arch moves to Prague, the story continues to exploit the 
foreignness and unfamiliarity of the setting. Now that they both are in a city they both unfamiliar with, the story 
revolves further toward dénouement in more laid-back pace. The story closes with an open ending, highlighting 
the chance encounter as pivotal point of the narrative that causing them ―who doesn‘t seek but [still] managed to 
find each other‖ at the end.  
 Another significant marker in the series is the time setting. Despite the series not set on a lengthy span of 
time, the chance encounter and the meetings afterward happen in the middle of winter, By meeting at the coldest 
time of the year, the series also indicates that the characters are meeting during their coldest time of their life. 
Albeit financially independent, they are not at home and far from their family and loved ones. It is at that time of 
their lives that they are finding each other. As a webseries targeting independent young adult, the spatial-
temporal setting and marker are significant as portrayal of contemporary young Indonesian lifestyle. These young 
Indonesia are able to travel and find connections in foreign places. The webseries further exploit the time and 
setting for emphasize the portrayed lifestyle and the significance of the story being in foreign places. I will further 
discuss the significance of this spatial-temporal setting aesthetic and its trajectories representation in the next 
section of this paper.  
 

Indonesians Trajectories in the (Digital) World  
 
In connection with its spatiotemporal markers, the webseries features the notion of relationality of Indonesian and 
Others. These connections are noticeable in form of trajectories and their paths of movement both their origin and 
destination.  In Nic & Mar, the trajectories and their mobility are portrayed in the travels conducted by the 
characters to reach their meeting point, the characters lingua francas during the meeting and narration, and the 
narrative dénouement at the open-ended ending.  
 The movement of the characters mostly highlights mobility of Indonesians; starting from the true starting 
point of departure for both characters. They reside in Indonesia before story time before they are moving across 
the globe after their separation.  Young Indonesians are portrayed to be able to travel, reside, and choose their 
places in the world in free manner. Nic lives in Indonesia but is financially independent enough to make the choice 
to travel to Europe. Meanwhile Mar is able to work as professional in New York City before taking up on a project 
in Paris. Upon their meeting in Paris, they later in the story easily decide to continue their adventure to Prague, 
and spend more time together out of sentimental reason. The trajectories of their travel intersperse in the story 
and bring these two characters to the meeting place. By portraying mobile and independent young Indonesians, 
the webseries puts emphasizes on fluidity of connectivity and highlights on the significance of travel fluidity for 
contemporary young Indonesians. 
 The placement of these characters in Paris spatiotemporal setting is then juxtaposed with language 
usage. Throughout the series, the communication between these characters is mainly conducted in interchanging 
Indonesian and English. Nic and Mar start with Indonesian and seamlessly mixing English to highlight several part of 
their dialogue. Their main communication with the natives are in French, while direct address to the viewers—in 
from of chat room talk—is narrated mainly with Indonesian. This fluidity in language usage, especially in 
communication between two main characters, suggests another sign of attempt of connectivity. Without setting 
aside Indonesian as their first lingua franca these characters uses English to bridge their communication and at the 
same time and space emphasize their belonging in the global realm. With English as secondary lingua franca, they 
are also explicitly portraying young Indonesian as part of the global English-speaking world.  
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The narrative dénouement at the open-ended ending becomes another kind of trajectory. The webseries shows 
that Nic and Mar end their story with suggestion of further interaction, without any explicit solid resolution. They 
will end their adventure in Prague, now that both have shown their feelings toward each other. The story has 
hinted that they will have no trouble to stay in touch since they are connected through the app. And they will 
continue with their lives presumably back to their origin, with Nic in Jakarta and Mar in New York City. With 
technology advancement bridging the space and time separating these two, their mobility can continue and they 
will stay connected.  
 In broader spatiotemporal sense, the medium of the story is also supporting the mobility and connectivity 
of the story. The story continues to be placed in public video sharing platform and its viewers are able to access it 
any time. In a way, this new medium enables viewers to revisit the story at any place and time. This new 
experience will allow viewer to have multiple approaches on the series. Viewers are able to watch first for fun, 
and re-watch the same sequence again for new perspective. They can focus on their favorite parts and skip 
whenever they are not keen. As long as the story stays in the medium it continues to become mobile and form 
well-connected relationality. 

 
Experiencing Transnational: Future Discussion 
 
In reflection and as a preliminary conclusion, the relationality and mobility featured in Nic and Mar thus form a 
transnational experience constructed by interlacement of narrative and spatiotemporal aspects. In narrative 
realm, the setting plays an important role in constructing the experience of foreignness and connectivity of place 
and time. The characters inhabit real place together in their encounter, but they stay connected even when they 
are apart, as the app and future condition allow them to. Concurrently, the medium in which the story resides also 
supports the connectivity between viewers and story and spatiotemporal aspect and the story. With new media 
storytelling and its extended distribution means, story experience shifts into further form of engagement.  
 Starting with discussing the trend of exploiting spatiotemporal aspects in storytelling, I would like to point 
out the significance of transnational experience through new media. The experience is set to entice the viewers to 
discover transnational space and time experience. New filmic spatiotemporal aesthetic offers more in 
experiencing a story through new media. Not only series focuses solely on story as text, exploitation of 
spatiotemporal filmic aesthetic gradually becomes staple in webseries. Story is always supported by filmic treats, 
either beauty panoramic shots or prominent feature of global landmarks. New media enables broader filmic 
exploration because of its technology practicality, thus allowing story to be fully visually constructed. At the same 
time, the new media continues to become public space to explore further connection. Due to global Internet 
access, Indonesia creativity receives the support to further flourish into many kinds of innovative narratives. The 
story can then be designed, produced, and showcased to enhance the global connectivity while serve as one 
trajectories of Indonesia‘s connection and representations of Indonesia in the world.  
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